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Foreword 
There is an erroneous belief among some in South Africa that ethnic identity no longer has any importance, 
that our miraculous democracy has made racial difference socially immaterial and politically invalid. It is a 
naïve notion founded in emotionalism, an aberration of idealism.  
 
In an extreme form the notion seems to hold that any reference to ethnic difference is racist and therefore 
condemnable. The reality, however, is that even under democracy ethnic differentiation continues to have 
relevance in almost every aspect of our life. The relevance was manifest, for instance, in the ’Rainbow Nation’ 
label affixed by Archbishop Tutu, and in the decision to give official status to all eleven of the nation’s  
languages. 
 
Ethnic difference – in other words, race – continues to remain as large and troublesome as ever in the  
national psyche. It cannot be wallpapered over by that idealistic aphorism, ’There is only one race and that is 
the human race.’ Difference is an essential element of identity; without it there is no identity, only a kind of 
ant-like conformity, a mindset open to totalitarianism. 
 
Racial definitions are unpopular among some South Africans because they are seen as a throwback to the time 
when racism was prevalent under white hegemony. But to deny ethnic difference is to deny reality. It is not 
the mere definition of race that is offensive; what is offensive is the application of race in a hurtful or insulting 
manner.  
 
A society in which ethnicity is recognised as a form of identity is not necessarily racist, not if the paramount 
ethos is respect for others. Respect for their ethnicity and their right to respect it themselves and assert it if 
they so wish. Respect for their culture, their language, their ancestry, their history, their appearance,  
their customs and traditions and habits, their religions. It is not enough to practise tolerance in race  
relations. Tolerance can be a false value, secretly hiding contempt or even animosity. Racism can exist  
alongside tolerance but not alongside respect. Our constitution recognises everyone’s equality, and equality 
cannot be conditional.  
 
All South Africans surely have a prime responsibility to respect their compatriots whatever their ethnic 
identity. This applies especially to those who have the ability to influence public attitudes, among whom are 
not only the politicians but also the practitioners of the arts – the writers, artists, dramatists and musicians. 
Those among the latter who are white may feel a special obligation to use their talents to help heal the wounds 
of apartheid, even if they do not personally feel complicit in inflicting them. They cannot precisely define the 
damage of apartheid and even less can they quantify the reparation for it. But through their works they may 
shine light on both the cruelty of the past and the responsibilities and promise of the future.

By Gerald L’Ange
Author of The White Africans; From Colonialism to Liberation.         
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Gallery Statement:
Christopher Swift 
Void: Positive/Negative Spaces

24 August - 20 September 2013
Preview: Saturday 7 September 11am

Commune.1 is extremely pleased to announce Christopher Swift’s second solo exhibition with the gallery. 

“If you think it’ll be a success…or not, you’re right”

Swift has chosen the above statement as the golden thread to weave between the paradigm of past and future. 
He places great emphasis on the power of mental projection, believing in its ability to shape the future.  
Including large-scale installations and sculptures made almost solely out of original Robben Island prison  
fencing, the exhibition attempts to explore the dark shadow of our past and the brilliance of our liberation 
from it. With the conceptual birth of the ‘Rainbow Nation’ as a point of departure, Swift reflects on almost 
two decades of democracy and takes a sobering view of its successes and failures.

‘The Void: positive and negative spaces’ acts as a precursor to a proposed major installation on top of Signal 
Hill for the World Design Capital 2014. In support of this proposal the exhibition includes drawings and  
maquettes documenting the various material possibilities of a star tetrahedron, a shape that works as the  
foundation for Swift’s show both conceptually and corporeally. 

Christopher Swift lives and works in Cape Town, South Africa.  He received his BA Fine Arts (Hons) with Dis-
tinction from the University of Cape Town in 2009. Swift is the recipient of the Spier Contemporary Judges 
Award (2010), the Michaelis Prize in 2009 and the Simon Gershwin Award (2009).  
Having participated in numerous group shows the artist’s first solo show, entitled Umlungu took place  
at Commune.1 in 2011. 

‘Opposite page: (2012) Reflections & Opportunities, Ed. Zahira Asmal, 
Designing South Africa, Pg 30
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Isivivane

Isivivane is a Zulu word that refers to a concept also found in a number of other African cultures. In Zulu, 
Isivivane literally means ‘throw your stone upon the pile...’ and refers to rocks arranged as piles and / or hub 
and spoke patterns....

Stones were used in the ancient world to mark places of spiritual, astronomical and historical significance. The 
modern world enlists the work of architects, artists and poorly paid workers for any notable public enterprise 
but in ancient times, it was expected of all ordinary people to contribute to great works. Any public enter-
prise needs the support and contribution of the ordinary person; hence the Zulu proverb “Ukuphosa itshe 
esivivaneni”…. To make a personal contribution to a great common task. Literally “to throw one’s stone on the 
pile (monument).”

This contribution is made in the spirit that everyone buys into and does their bit to create a motivating vision 
of the future. A key idea behind traditional Isivivane is that the arrangement of stones is contributed to by 
different people over time as a reminder. Therefore we can see Isivivane as a form of collectively performed 
memory.

www.isivivane.com/isivivane
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  Void: positive/negative spaces  
  Exhibition artworks list and installation views
 

46-48 -   Natasha Norman interview   
49 - Stale mate   
  70’s garden furniture, Robben Island Prison fencing 
50  - Old Boys Club   
  Found object, vinyl, spray paint
51 - Untitled   
  Robben Island Prison fencing framed
 - Neokorides Theory
  Found object, metal, perspex, rare wood
52/53  - Void   
  Lino print
54 - Apartype 
  Robben Island Prison fencing digital print on German archival
55  - 18 Years 
  Robben Island Prison fencing
56  - Milky Way 1   
  Digital print on German archival
57  - Milky Way 2   
  Digital print no German archival
58-59  - Mirror star installation view   
  16 beveled equilateral triangle mirrors
60  - And the seagull’s name was Nelson   
  Digital print on German archival
61  - Invictus   
  Digital print on German archival
62 - Mast-star   
  Robben Island Prison fencing
63 - Con-versations   
  Robben Island Prison fencing
64-65  - Brass star constellation   
  Brass brazing rods
66-67  - Aspire installation view   
  Brass brazing rods, tiles
68-69  - Zodiac   
  LED Tubes, crude oil, life-raft
70 - Illuminate   
  Woodcut print
71 - PharoX   
  Woodcut print
72 - Rare wood constellation   
  Purple Heart, Panga Panga, Camphor
73 - Reflection   
  Mirrors, brass brazing rods
74-75 - Morning Star installation view   
  Brass brazing rods, tiles
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Between Stars and a Life Raft: An Interview With Chris Swift

Natasha Norman: You have framed this exhibition in terms of binaries. I know we have spoken before about 
working with the binary. I was recently reading a Marxist philosopher called Ernst Bloch who talks about how 
a cultural commodity articulates that Janus-faced binary. He discusses how any artefact of contemporary soci-
ety articulates both a shadow side as well as a utopia. It can expose the way a dominant ideology is dominating 
or manipulating us but at the same time express the utopia in that ideology: the renewable or emancipatory el-
ements of that same idea.  It seems to me that this is something you are hoping to expose through your works; 
that as art objects in an art space, these artefacts are addressing those two sides of an idea.

Chris Swift: I think the binary is an imperative. You have to take the point opposite to describe something. 
To make the fullest argument you need to see the polar opposite. It’s a differentiation. We see our lives in dif-
ferences. It’s what makes things beautiful – the difference between a sunset and a noonday sun. Differences are 
very important but a difference for separateness is essentially bad. You have to set the binary on two sides of a 
spectrum so that you can see the colours, or the greys, in between that. 

NN: So the binary in your work is more about two sides of a spectrum than juxtaposing things too sharply? 

CS: Yes. A triptych works well, three of something is nicely in balance, but for the conversations in this exhi-
bition I found myself choosing duality: two works of the same kind. If I can really push or hold the spectrum 
between works then we can have a conversation throughout the entire exhibition without focusing on one 
side.

NN: Here you are using duality to allow for that conversation between two works to become extended and 
complicated.

CS: The idea of the binary immediately makes me think of zeros and ones, we think of them as opposites but 
they bind to each other, they co-exist in the sense that the one does not exist without the other. This extends 
to everything: economic systems, social systems and political systems.

NN: Do you see the Apartype typeface and the artworks as two separate entities?

CS: Not necessarily. I think there is a lot of overlap. The type is more linearly conceptualised.

NN: Why the interest in the typeface as this is more typically associated with design?

CS: There is an interesting value perception between the two types of visual production termed art and 
design. While there’s a lot of crossover - they are both creative fields - the underpinnings of each discipline are 
from two different perspectives altogether. 

NN: The Stone pine was a very beautiful  metaphor in your last exhibition and it seems that the star has 
emerged as a similarly important element in this exhibition. 

CS: The star has a very complex, ancient, geometric symbolism. It is called the star tetrahedron and is 
essentially two pyramids that intersect each other - a male and female. It is a multi-directional shape with one 
pyramid facing upwards and the other facing downwards to create the points of the star. It is a duality that 
comes together.
 
NN: To create a new form entirely. 

CS: Well, incidentally, the star fits ‘squarely’ into a cube shape. When one breaks that 3D volume down and 
starts looking at its different planes, one discovers a fascinating object but most interesting for me in terms of 
South Africa, is that on every single side is an ‘X.’ On a very basic level this is the ‘X’ of democracy, of making 
a mark but for me it marks that point of transition: where an old paradigm comes to an end and a new one 
begins. And that is the point of crisis where one needs a lot of faith, hope and trust because we don’t know 
what that new paradigm is. In the absence of that paradigm or solution being known we are in danger 
of regurgitating the known. 

NN: In your Life Raft work I see you asking the question: how do we move out of the morass of a situation? 
The star emerges out of the oil but also completes itself by reflecting into it. There is a sense that one needs to 
shine light into the past because that past is part of where we are going. 

CS: Exactly right.

NN: At the same time that past can hold us back - it is a gooey, messy space. 

CS: The found objects that I use in my work bring their own particular past to the reading of an artwork. I 
draw on what these former objects used to be and articulate them anew in an installation, which now gives 
them a whole other meaning. This creates a whole lot of new questions but hopefully it is that particular histo-
ry reimagined that provides a path for a viewer to answer some of those questions for themselves. At the very 
least I hope it enables them to reconsider problems or ideas they may have long since thought were resolved 
for them, in a new way. Things are in constant flux. We think they are stable. I mean, what is knowledge? Is it 
stable? It’s not. 
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NN: We are called to be mature students and to continually re-evaluate what we think is fixed knowledge.

CS: And in that commentary sits a challenge. We can stay in these cycles of change but at what point do you 
draw a line? Wim Botha describes exhibitions as a necessary evil, that his works are never finished. 

NN: They are a line in the sand.

CS: They are a necessary place in which to finally manifest thoughts and ideas into something physical. And 
then that will have its ripple effects. In my last exhibition Umlungu, I created the bridge work that was an 
imagining of the two exhibition spaces as connected. Two years later and that bridge has actually been built.  I 
think artwork has a knock-on effect in the world. 

NN: This is perhaps a metaphor for the potential for other ideas in this exhibition to become manifest in the 
world.

CS: I’m referring to the potential for this, as an entire body of work to be a metaphor for a much more am-
bitious piece, which is in itself a dream, and that is the World Design Capital 2014 project I’m undertaking 
on the top of Signal Hill, a site that lies on lay-lines and is at the foot of one of the newest natural Wonders of 
the World, Table Mountain. The project will metaphorically be a beacon of light and it occupies this concept 
of hope. It is envisioned as a space to take stock of our achievements as a young democracy but also not to be 
complacent, to extend the dream of us as the gateway to Sub-Saharan Africa. 

NN: This foregrounds the need for creative thinking: the need to indulge the imagination because it will pro-
vide us with new opportunities that we have never seen before.

CS: It is very important that we understand the world that we are coming out of. It’s not a judgement but an 
observation. As a white South African I cannot negate the past and what I represent, I need to know that so 
I can own what I’m projecting. The two elements of this in terms of art making is that one must research and 
one must imagine. Post-war convergent, pragmatic solutions are important but it is about what is appropriate 
at what point. We as a nation have been at peace long enough to give ourselves permission to use creativity to 
think.   

NN: Because first world countries appear to have the luxury to dream they can manifest amazing possibilities. 
And this is where I hear your call as the ‘artist visionary’ saying we need to start to dream. 

CS: We see that dream as opposite to the pragmatic but it’s a marriage. And that’s the point. 

Natasha Norman is an artist with a writing problem. She currently lectures at UCT’s Michaelis School of Fine Art in  
Discourse and Art History.
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With Gratitude:

While its true much of this exhibition takes the form of found object and relies on chance there are a multi-
tude of found favours, kindness, belief and faith which aren’t as evident and therefore I’d like to acknowledge 
the following energies for their assistance or inspiration small or great:

Natasha
Gerald L’Ange

Rehann Carlitz
Dominic H. Roberts
Warren Rasmussen

Stephen and Andrea
Francois Van Tonder
NTL Lemnis Africa

Viking Life
Consol Glass
Dax & Dave
Iaan Bekker

African Green Oil
Rohann Wessels

and
Commune.1
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Dedicated to:
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